
 The Moon is Still Over Her Shoulder 
Capo: None Hugh Prestwood 

 
SONG SHEET NOTES 
 
I derived the chord positions shown by listening to Michael Johnson’s recording of this song. 
   
In some instances, due to my level of talent being far below that of Mr. Johnson, I may have consciously altered 
chords to make for easier playing.  In addition, this being a song recorded not purely as a guitar solo, I interpreted it 
as best I could. 
 
I cannot contend that what is shown is how the original was played.  It should also be noted that, from what I’ve 
seen, Michael Johnson did not necessarily play a song the same way every time. 
 
Not having the patience or time to write tablature so it is up to each player to figure out what the picking hand is to 
do. 
 
It is my hope that, at the least, this document could serve as a starting point for someone wanting to play the 
wonderful songs that Michael Johnson gave to us. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Paul Ashley 
 
Lpa53@yahoo.com 
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1. She is fixed    in his  mind like the picture 

            
2.       Sometimes   he  finds       it        ama        -       zing   

   
1.      he's               kept in his   wallet    for     years 
2.     that                 all    of his children  are      wed 

                    
1. And the        image   has   never   been  tarnished 
2. When their mother  is       still    turning eighteen 

               
1. By the blood,            sweat               and               tears                              And to him       it      appears 
2.   Still     turn        -         ing                  his               head                              She       still  turns his  head 

 
C1   That               the               moon is still      o           -        ver                 her           shoulder 
C2   And                the               moon is still      o           -        ver                 her           shoulder 

 
C1   And                 the              ribbon      is      still                  in                   her                 hair 
C2   And                 the                stars are still  fall        -         ing                    a         -       bove 

   
C1                          And                 he        can     still                  see                 her                  dan        -      cing 
C2    And               she                 never   gets    one                 min       -         ite                 old       -       der       

      
C1   And the music is  still            in       the      air 
C2   And he’s  still       fall     -      ing       in      love 
C3  (repeat C2 and end with D chord) 
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She is fixed in his mind like the picture 

He's kept in his wallet for years 
And the image has never been tarnished 
By the blood, sweat and tears 

And to him it appears 
 

That the moon is still over her shoulder 
And the ribbon is still in her hair 
And he can still see her dancing 

And music is still in the air 
 

Sometimes he finds it amazing 
That all of his children are wed 
When their mother is still turning eighteen 

And turning his head 
She still turns his head 

 
And the moon is still over her shoulder 
And the stars are still falling above 

And she never gets one minute older 
And he is still falling in love 


